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occupy other rooms in this haram enclosure, one of which
is used for holding the zikr, or religious service, and for keep-
ing their banner and musical instruments, as the order has
no especial zawiyeh in Jerusalem.
The characteristic discipline of the dervishes is the zikr,
literally, a "remembrance," that is, a remembrance of God,
which produces a union of the heart and of the tongue in the
act of repeating the divine name according to set formulas.
It has been called the real pivot of sufiism, a form of revealed
prayer which draws the name of God constantly to the lips,
and which alone has the power of lifting to the divine
presence him who thus perseveres in the invocation of his
name.1 Strange are the contradictions of the spiritual life.
Though itself a reaction from formalism and a yearning for
spirituality, sufiism prescribes rigid and precise rules to him
who would attain the higher reaches of the spirit. A similar
inconsistency may be traced. In Christianity, even in Protes-
tantism itself. The plain aim of the "revival" is to rekindle
the free life of the spirit, but all too often it is "conducted"
according to set rules, while its success or its failure is
gauged by the presence or by the absence of certain stereo-
typed phenomena,. The zikr formula* are many, varying
not only with the different orders sometimes but in different
branches of the same* order. In general the discipline falls
into three categories.2 The zikr-el-waqt, literally the zikr
of the hour, is merely a sort of litany to be said after each of
the five required prayers. The zikr-ej-jalla'la, or private
zikr, is for individual use. An analogous practice, as we
have seen, Is Included in the instruction leading up to Initia-
tion. The private zikr is either "secret" (zikr-el-kha'fi),
that is, to be recited mentally or In a low voice, or "vocal"
(ssikr-ej-ja'li), that is, to be said aloud. The Quadirtyeh
are supposed to practice the secret zikr, but how far this
obtains in Syria and Palestine I am not aware* According
to Sell, during this discipline the dervish closes his eyes and
with "the tongue of the heart" repeats the words "Alla'hu
SarniW (God the Hearer), "Alla'hu Busirfln'" (God the
Seer),and "Alla'hu 'Aliimm'" (God the Kriower). Then,
1 See Dopant arid Coppolani (op. cit.), p. 78,	'•* Ibid,, pp. 88 ff.

